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building basics Hold It Right There Ten things you should know about Clecos



O



kay you airplane crossword puzzlers. What’s a five-letter word for a “removable fastener of the type having an elongated shaft, a fixed support, and a plunger…whereby movement of the plunger relative to the fixed support varies the diameter of the elongated shaft such that the diameter of the removable fastener can be decreased to permit insertion of the elongated shaft into the hole of the workpiece” According to the U.S. Patent Office, it’s “Cleco.” If you’re new to homebuilding, you’ve found that there are dozens of tools you never knew existed before. Each is right for a particular job in the building process. The Cleco is one such tool that holds parts together during fitting, adjusting, and final assembly. If you’re building an aluminum aircraft—or even a composite kit or a scratch-built tube-and-rag airframe— you’ll grow to love the little buggers. Until then, here are 10 things you should know about Clecos. 1. Clecos are fasteners. Like Kleenex, Xerox, or Drano, “Cleco” is a trademarked name that has come to represent an entire category of products. They’re more appropriately called “sheet holders,” “temporary fasteners,” or “skin pins.” Anyhow, in addition to being the name of EAA Chapter 323’s newsletter, the Cleco temporarily holds sheet metal or composite airplane parts together until you’re ready to join them permanently. 2. You’ll need two pair of Cleco



pliers. Why two? Because you’ll be perpetually searching for your lone pair, which will probably be in your back pocket, and you’ll be pretty helpless until you find it there. The pliers hold the Cleco in their lower jaw while the upper jaw depresses the button that contracts the Cleco’s teeth. Load the pliers, squeeze the handle, put the teeth into the hole in the airplane skin, and release your grip on the pliers. Of course, on a wing skin or a fuselage section, you may be installing more than 200 of these skin pins, so a pneumatic Cleco gun can earn its keep rather quickly if you don’t have Popeye arms. 3. You can never have too many. A couple of hundred of each size is a good starting point. For example, Van’s Aircraft recommends at least 325 3/32-inch Clecos and 175 1/8inchers to build an RV kit. Larger airplanes will use more. But the more you have, the fewer you’ll salvage from other assemblies lying in wait. You’ll also get a better fit because many hold the skins tighter than few during drilling. It’s not uncommon to have more than 500 of the 3/32inch size—after all, some wings have more than 1,000 rivet holes, and airframe mechanics recommend one Cleco for every five holes, at the minimum, and one every three is more



like it. To corral your collection, use a Cleco keeper—a sheet of aluminum with rows and columns of appropriately sized holes—to keep your little helpers safe and secure in your workshop when you’re not using them. Then again, a little Rubbermaid kitchen tote works pretty well, too. 4. Clecos are color coded for size. Don’t underestimate this feature, especially when you’ve got more than 500 of them lying around. The 3/32-inch Clecos are silver, the 1/8inchers are copper, the 5/32-inch ones are black, and the 3/16 ones are gold. Generally, you’ll use the same size Cleco as the rivet you’ll eventually drive. That means you’ll need a #40 bit to make the hole for the 3/32 size, a #30 for the 1/8 inch, and a #20 for the 5/32. 5. Clecos come in different EAA Sport Aviation
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lengths. Most Clecos grip from 0inch to 1/4-inch deep, and this is the size you’ll need for nearly every assembly of your airplane. However, long-reach Clecos—ones that grip materials 1/4-inch to 1/2-inch thick—have their place, too. Obviously, the two sizes are not interchangeable. If you’re working in a tight space, and a normal-size Cleco doesn’t fit, you can also find



stubby Clecos that still have the 0inch to 1/4-inch grip but shorter shafts. 6. Clecos help fit parts. The beauty of a sheet-metal aircraft is that once a part is done, it’s done. There’s no covering, filling, or varnishing necessary before you use little parts to make big parts. During the building process, Clecos can save you from yourself, or at least from having



Answer: Yes you do!* * Question: Do I need one of these? Find out why at:
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Carburetors You Can Bank On! Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. • 350 Airport Way • Renton, WA 98055 • 425-271-3220



The all new Sportsman 2+2: Much more than one airplane!



Fly it as a taildragger (TD) now...



Convert it to a trike (FT) in one hour.



Install floats or skis in a few hours. Fold wings in 5 minutes to save thousands every year on hangar costs! All of this plus unmatched: ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■



Performance: Takeoff and land in 400 feet; Cruise at 140 kts. Utility: 900 – 950 lb useful load accomodates the kids, large golf bags, mountain bikes, snow skis, or 300 lbs of your gear! Safety: Rugged steel safety cage provides superior occupant protection as compared to an aluminum structure. Ease of Assembly: Pre-drilled, matched-hole parts that fit perfectly, and world-class manuals combine to make assembly vastly easier than other kits. Confidence: Designed and supported by a team with over 25 years of experience in bringing the highest quality, best performing aircraft to market. Community: Join over 3000 pilots who enjoy building/flying our aircraft.



to realign and redrill minor mistakes or having to reinvest in replacement materials if you’ve royally screwed up a skin. They’ll hold parts in place as you’re checking fit. If you’ve got a kit with matched-hole tooling, you hold the parts in place as you drill the holes to size, and if the holes don’t line up during the Cleco phase, you’ve probably made an improper matchup. In some cases, you can drill and install a Cleco into fittings that will eventually use a bigger rivet, but that requires an exact measurement before that bigger hole is made. The small hole can be enlarged a fraction of an inch one way or the other when you’re sure everything lines up. 7. Clecos help rivet panels. Once you’ve got all your parts fitted, you’ll deburr the holes, countersink or dimple them as required by the plans or kit, prime the panel’s interior to protect against corrosion, and refit them—again, holding them together with Clecos. This time, you’ll exchange Clecos for permanent fasteners—driven or blind rivets. Start in the middle and rivet every other open hole first to limit the possibility for skin “pucker” because of the squeezing force of the rivets. Then go back and get the remaining open holes. Finally, remove the Clecos and drive those rivets. If you’re building a wing, you might like to know that some builders choose to leave the bottom skin of their wings Clecoed in place after riveting it to the top skin until their fuselage is complete, just in case they need access to the guts of their wing. 8. Wing nut Clecos can hold 300



Wing nut Cleco
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Side-grip Cleco



pounds. Instead of an internal spring to pull back the nibs that hold the sheet in place, wing nut Clecos use a nut tightened along a threaded rod to apply tension. This means they can hold quite a load—for example, the weight of a wing or the tug from stubborn Plexiglas windows where a regular Cleco would pop out or wiggle. You’ll need between a couple and a couple of dozen of these, depending on what you’re building. They typically come in two lengths—0inch to 1/2-inch and 0-inch to 1 inch—and the same diameter as regular Clecos. 9. Clecos also come in a side-grip variety. Side-grip Clecos look like little spring-loaded C-clamps. They are installed with Cleco pliers where no holes are provided, such as along the edge of a wing assembly. They’re measured according to the width of their opening and their body depth. You’ll probably need a half-dozen side-grip Clecos measuring 3/4-inch by 1/2-inch and 3/4-inch by 1-inch clamps for your project. Check your building manual for the manufacturer’s recommendations. 10. Clecos have other uses, too. If you’re building a composite aircraft, and you’re reading this article to remind yourself why you didn’t build an aluminum airframe, you’re in for a surprise. You’ll probably still need several dozen Clecos of each size for final fit and assembly of your aircraft. Clecos are commonly used in composite construction to join fuselage halves together and hold fittings in place. When used with composites, the experts suggest putting a 1/8-inch washer between the Cleco and the surface of the aircraft to disEAA Sport Aviation
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tribute the force and prevent cracking. In tube-and-rag, composite, and stressed-skin construction, Clecos can also hold windshields and windows in place prior to installation. You can even Cleco cardboard “skins” to locate and size inspection and access holes in your airframe, then use the cardboard as a template on your aluminum skin. There you have it. Even if you’ve



never heard of Clecos before, you know you’ll soon use scores of them to fit, install, and assemble your aircraft. Each size and shape plays an important role in keeping the quality of your homebuilt high. Now, then, back to the puzzle. What’s a seven-letter word for the Wisconsin city that hosts the world’s greatest celebration of flight?
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